Riders looking for a developed campground can use the Coyote Hollow Equestrian Campground; four sites are available. Hitching posts and water sources for horses are available here. Dispersed camping is also available. Please follow Leave No Trace principles for camping.

Exploring Red Canyon on Horseback

With colorful formations and classic canyonscapes, there’s no other trail like this one. Although OVPF’s follow the Barney Coke Trail in the Fremont Trail, there are significant sections without any motor vehicle travel. This path also provides great opportunities with Candy and losee trails.

Located in the bottom of Losee Canyon, this single-track trail travels along a wash bed surrounded by red rock formations. There are no sudden changes or steep elevations. At the head of Losee Canyon, the trail connects with the Candy Trail, where you can go south to Red Canyon or north to Casto Canyon.

This single-track trail has a few steep sections and connects to lodge peak Trail, which offers a perspective view of Red Canyon. Rich Trail can also be used in conjunction with the Candy Trail for half or all day trail rides or hikes.

This single-track trail travels over a few steep sections, winding through red rock scenery and majestic ponderosa pines as it heads out to the Juniper Point overlooking Losee Canyon (a great spot for photos). It continues on to the Casto Canyon. Legend says that the famous outlaw, Butch Cassidy, used sections of this trail.

A single-track gravel trail, the upper section travels through a breathtaking pine forest, while the lower section features spectacular rock scenery. It is prepared for some steep sections, loose rock and narrow sections.
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